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About This Content
The Leaving Lyndow (Original Sountrack) by Phoenix Glendinning features over 22 minutes of music.
Includes 8 Audio tracks in both FLAC and MP3.

Track List
1. Last Morning (3:09)
2. Forest Walk (3:31)
3. Toma's Farm (2:18)
4. The Teahouse (2:18)
5. Distant Sails (3:58)
6. (Ambience I) (2:33)
7. (Ambience II) (2:20)
8. (Ambience III) (2:07)
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What's not to like? Run around, be cute, and feed the entire universe to your new pet. The controls are fine, the interface is a
little clunky, but the overall gameplay is mostly pretty straightforward - run around and get Maw to eat everything. Be sure to
find new and interesting things to feed Maw, if only for the neat new effects it gives.. It's alright for what it is. I'd recommend
based on a low price and a decent new spin on a time based survival game.
It can get pretty difficult and getting used to the auto craft system is rather annoying but having said that, the auto craft allows
for a degree of pace to the game that I figure the developers were going for.
It's pretty simplistic with the crafting and the goal to escape the island is pretty clear, they've even tried to add story elements
which is pretty good considering it's in early access.
There is a lot of potential here, much like minecraft in it's early stages to be fair.
If you were interested I have recorded the intro and turtorial as well a the first day (after I learn't to play it!) As I find videos are
quite helpful in helping me decide to buy games etc.
https:\/\/youtu.be\/HgcWrLMYBAU
As well as a full playthrough with the ending on the same channel.
The game itself is pretty short, but with generated terrain every time you play is something a bit different. The turtorial isn't
much to go off of and you are left learning on the fly which, again, adds to the degree of pace of the game.
I'll defo be checking up on it's progress as it updates and keen to see what it becomes.
5\/7. Impossible to play. The AI instantly find you once you step out and there’s no way to get away from them. And the controls
suck.. Very fun game, worth the pennies.. I wanted to let you know your software sucks I bought it n now I have a account alert
on it. quot;The Master would approve!" - Torgo
I'm a big fan of this game. Each level is themed around a different classic bad movie, which is awesome! The only thing that
could be done to improve the game would be for the game to be riffed by the MST3K crew. I would also enjoy a sequel to be
made with more levels themed after even more bad movies!. Early Access Watcher Public Service Announcement
Game: Uncanny Islands
Version: Initial Release
Gameplay Footage: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=1OGDmcUsviI
Disclosure: This game copy was bought by the reviewer.
I have seen plenty of projects march their way into early access, but I never expected a project to be this bare bones after
discovering Integrity in November of last year. I have no problems with games releasing with their basic systems in place and a
understandable amount of content, but it is hard to justify uploading a project that looks to have taken an hour of random tree
placements and elevation adjustments. The only things you can do in the current version is cut trees, pick up sticks, toggle a
building placement and explore islands covered in trees (assuming you can travel the ocean floor without finding one of the
several missing texture spots that will send you falling off the landmass). There is no sounds outside walking noises, your sprint
makes you about a hair slower than the Flash, and even the cutting animation can bug out making it impossible to cut large trees
(which serve no purpose right now). Also experience random drops to 5 FPS or lower, which makes sprinting even more
headache enduring). Basically, what you see in the trailer is what you get, and I wanted to make sure of it before saying
anything. I highly recommend the developer rethink keeping this game up until they can at least get the basic systems, basic
tools, basic buildings, land mass adjustments and enemies before considering having this up. Avoid this product for the time
being. It is sad to say that even an asset flip would offer more than this game right now.
This has been a EAW PSA.
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This game is unplayable (in term of gameplay). Not worth any money.. I can't recommend this game and that sucks. I really
wanted to love it, the visuals are so cool and the whole vibe is really creepy and fun, but alas, the gameplay sucks. The
developers tried to do something new with platforming, and I do appreciae innovation, however, in this instance it simply
doesn't work. Controlling a character via another character is interesting but when you actually play it it's frustrating. I will keep
up with this developer and see what they put out next because I think they have good ideas but this one just doesn't quite work..
It was fun... To uninstall. Here's my old review if you want to look at it: http://i.imgur.com/LWrDdMl.jpg
Every problem from the past review is fixed. Sean J was right and it captures everything right. My only problem with these
videos is that I can't watch it all at once. Overall, I like everything from this video and I enjoy watching the interviews.. Never
been so disinterested in a Choice of game. Every character has the same voice, everyone vomits exposition at the drop of a hat,
and the pacing of the game is spotty. I didn't care about any of the characters, or about the backstory. The frequent flashbacks
were annoying as hell. The fight and assassination scenes were good, but that's about it. Overall, the writing on this game was
seriously weak.. Old kinds game.
Not bad.
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